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The IR35 Timeline

Public Sector Reform
2017

Private Sector Reform Introduced
2021

Private Sector Reform – Original Date 
2020

Mini Budget – IR35 Repeal
Sept 2022

Where we are now?
Nov 2022
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The Kingsbridge Journey
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• Kingsbridge Contractor 
Insurance – Born 2007

• Agreement with Zurich 
to underwrite all of our 
policies.

• 50,000 strong contractor 
book.

• Partnership lead 
approach – work 
exclusively with 500+ 
agencies and end hirers.

• Realised need for IR35 
expertise after 2017 
reform

• Acquisition of Larsen 
Howie in 2019

• Larsen Howie was a IR35 
consultancy company

• Kingsbridge and Larsen 
Howie merged 2020

• Andy Vessey now head 
of tax at Kingsbridge 
Group

• Acquisition of IR35.io mid-
2020 rebranded to 
Kingsbridge Status Tool 
(KST)

• KST Provided a market 
leading hybrid solution to 
IR35 – automatic 
inside/outside with human 
review of borderline results

• IR35 Protect Insurance was 
created to mitigate IR35 
tax liability from the supply 
chain

• Now working on 
Kingsbridge Elements 
revolutionising the 
onboarding process
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Number of Tool Users

Number of Insured Contractors 
(IR35 Protect)

Assessments Completed

565

5665

16,400

IR35 Statistics
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Mini Budget / U-turn – What Next?

• Under Liz Truss, the government outlined in their (now infamous) mini budget on 23rd
September that the Off-Payroll Reform was to be scrapped

• The scrapping of the reforms was largely met with widespread approval

• On 3rd October, Jeremy Hunt reversed the announced measures in the mini-budget, 
including the repeal of the Off-Payroll Reform

• HMRC/The Government clearly has not forgotten IR35 and we may well see further 
refinement or adjustment to the legislation over time

• What happens next will likely depend on what happens with the government – A 
Labour Government may have other plans for IR35, and likewise a renewed 
Conservative Government may take another crack at the legislation. It is equally 
possible that they may wish to not rock the boat further and maintain the status quo.

• This has understandably left some uncertainty in the market. Our message –
• Keep on assessing status
• Do not blanket determine contractors for ease (reasonable care)
• Banning Ltd companies outright is potentially short-sighted
• Consider reviewing your process to ensure compliance
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How To Confidently Engage With 
Contractors

• Don’t be afraid of IR35

• Project Partners Business Model – Moves the responsibility and tax liability down 
the supply chain.

• Engaging with a robust solution taking a holistic view of IR35 and considering all 
key status tests.

• Mitigating the Tax Liability

• Working Practices that align with the Contract.

• Seek market leading advice and review engagement if there a change in 
circumstances
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The Benefit of Getting IR35 Right

Access to the best talent

Advantage over competitors

Reduced overheads

An increase to the contingent workforce
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Vital to our economy and 
success in delivering great 
projects.



Kingsbridge Audit & 
Consultancy Services

• Access to our expert team of IR35 specialists and 

consultancy advice 

• Contract reviews / recommendations

• Process reviews / recommendations

• PSC audits / recommendations

• Access to training

• Proactive communication of market insights 

• Support from our experts with IR35 HMRC enquiries

• Access to guidance documents produced by the team
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Key Contact:
Stuart Hayne

Head of Business Development
Stuart.Hayne@kingsbridge.co.uk

Q&A


